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EDITORIAL
AT the start of the New Year there is a ques-

tion that every hunter should ask himself,

and at the same time giving that question

serious consideration. Where will you hunt in

1978? Too many hunters take the present for

granted and fail to ask themselves that pertinent

question.

Louisiana is a sportsmen's paradise with its

4,000,000 acres of coastal marshlands along the

Gulf of Mexico; the prairies of southwest par-

ishes; the rich delta areas, and the rolling pine

hills of north Louisiana. However, Louisiana is

experiencing one of the greatest industrial devel-

opment programs found anywhere in America.
At the same time our population is increasing

by leaps and bounds and more and more people

are turning to the outdoors for recreation. They
are seeking places to hunt and enjoy other forms
of outdoor recreation.

New land uses have resulted in the clearing of

many woodlands that formerly offered excellent

hunting. Much of the delta hardwood area in

northeast Louisiana is being cleared of timber

for soy bean planting.

To cite a single example, the Louisiana Wild
Life and Fisheries Commission lost the Chicago
Mills Wildlife Management Area after many
years of management. It represented 110,000

acres of prime deer, squirrel, rabbit and wild

turkey land where the public could hunt. Today,
a large amount of that acreage is in soy beans.

Obviously, there is only one answer to the

question and that is outright purchase of hunt-
ing and fishing areas by the Commission. I am
referring to suitable areas that can be developed

so that they will furnish outdoor recreation for

the people of Louisiana for all time.

The Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Com-
mission has made strides in that direction and
owns approximately 89,089 acres for hunters that
were purchased.

Aside from the refuges and other donated
lands, this is made up of 12,977 acres in the Red
River Wildlife Management Area; 15,600 acres
in the Russell Sage Wildlife Management Area;
60,275 acres in the Saline Wildlife Management

Area; 11,237 acres in the Spring Bayou Wild-
life Management Area, and 66,000 donated acres

at the Pass-a-Loutre

Public Shooting
Grounds.

These lands have and
will continue to be de-

veloped and improved
in order to provide

maximum hunting and
fishing opportunities.

Efforts are being made
to assure they will

carry the maximum
amount of game and
fish they are capable

of carrying.

LESLIE L. GLASGOW
Director

One important facet concerning hunting areas

in the future is complete understanding by the

public and the taxpayers today. Without their

understanding and support, it will be impossible

to accomplish what the Commission wants to do.

In the long run, they will suffer when lands now
open to them for hunting have been put to other

use.

If those of us who are charged with the respon-

sibility are to succeed in improving game popula-

tions and fisheries, perpetuating them for the

future, we must have your help and full coopera-

tion. We cannot accomplish our assigned task

without it.

I would like to convey this message to you as

a member of the team working with us. We have
a single goal. All of the research that is being
done and the money spent is to provide as much
outdoor recreation for as many people as possible,

and still maintain game populations in safe num-
bers. It should be pointed out that money spent

by the Commission comes from sportsmen.
Every person knows that the population is ex-

panding. Industry is constantly expanding. It fol-

lows that more people with more leisure time will

be turning more to hunting and fishing, and re-

lated outdoor activities. This presents a challenge

to the Commission and one that calls for the

understanding and support of the public. With
your help, we feel this is the answer to the ques-

tion "Where will you hunt in 1978?" *
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Rockefeller Refuge

HA VBN FOR WILDLIFE
Ted Joonen

The Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge is lo-

cated in the coastal marshes of Southwest-
ern Louisiana in Cameron and Vermilion

Parishes. The refuge encompasses 84,000 acres

and is owned and operated by the Louisiana Wild
Life and Fisheries Commission. This area borders
the Gulf of Mexico for 26.5 miles and extends

northward to the Grand Chenier ridge complex,
a stranded beach ridge located six miles inland

from the Gulf.

This land was originally purchased by E. A.
Mcllhenny of Avery Island in 1912. He then
sold the land to the Rockefeller Foundation and
urged the foundation to place its control in the

hands of the State of Louisiana for a period of

five years. On September 30, 1920 the Rockefeller

Foundation donated complete ownership of this

land to the State of Louisiana as a wildlife ref-

uge; however, the deed of donation set up rigid

regulations specifying exactly how the refuge was
to be operated and gave the Rockefeller Founda-
tion authority to regain ownership of the proper-
ty if the state was found in violation of the deed.

In accepting the property Governor John M. Par-
ker and the 1920 Legislature agreed by law to ac-

cept the property as a wildlife refuge and the
terms of the deed.

It was through the efforts of E. A. Mcllhenny
that the state acquired at no cost a total of three
tracts of prime coastal marshland totaling 180,-

000 acres of permanent wildlife sanctuaries.

Because of its unique location, Rockefeller
Wildlife Refuge is one of the most important
wildlife areas in the United States.

Louisiana's position at the southern-most end
of the vast Mississippi Flyway causes the state to

serve as a wintering home for many of the water-

fowl from northern nesting grounds. The refuge

plays host to hundreds of thousands of ducks,

geese, coots, and numerous wading birds each

year. It also serves as a resting area for many of

the transit birds that winter in Central and South
America.
Year round residents such as nutria, muskrat,

raccoon, otter and alligator, are in good num-
bers on the area. Control of certain forms of wild-

life by trapping is necessary and is in compliance
with the deed of donation.

Throughout the refuge are many ponds, pot-

This is an aerial view of the Rockefeller Wildlife Refuge headquarters located at Grand Chenier in Cam-
eron Parish.
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holes, and lakes with numerous bayous and man-
made canals. This flat treeless area contains

soils which are high in organic matter and pro-

duce tons of desirable waterfowl food plants each
year.

The Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commis-
sion has conducted intensive development pro-

grams on the refuge; constructing marsh im-
poundments, weirs, and other water control

structures. These various installations were con-

structed with waterfowl management as the pri-

mary interest. The fluid nature of the marsh soils

necessitated extensive geological surveys in order

to determine possible locations for impoundment
levees. After these studies were completed and the

location of the impoundments finalized, engi-

neering designs were prepared for construction.

The impoundments, now completed, range in

size from 480 to 5,680 acres and provided a

means of controlling water levels on approxi-

mately 26,000 acres of marsh on Rockefeller Ref-

uge. Also, numerous low weirs have been con-

structed since the initiation of this program. The
structures are installed in the drainage systems
at an elevation of six inches below marsh level,

permitting water to flow back and forth during
periods of high tides but preventing complete
drainage of the ponds during extended periods of

low tides. This in turn stabilizes the water levels

in the marsh ponds behind the weirs, thus pro-

viding ideal situations for the production of de-

sirable waterfowl food plants. Such work has
resulted in a continual production of these de-

sirable wildlife food plants in abundance neces-

sary to attract and build up sizable populations of

waterfowl on the refuge.

Habitat improvement by de-watering areas in

the impounded fresh marsh during the growing
season to produce annual grasses and stabilizing

water levels in the brackish marsh for the pro-

duction of aquatics has proven to be a sound
management practice. Aerial inventories con-

ducted by refuge biologists list the duck popula-

tion on the refuge usually at about 400,000 birds

in mid-winter. Of the total number of ducks

Many elaborate water control structures, levees and
canals are necessary on the refuge to create and
maintain conditions suitable for the production of

desirable wildlife food plants.

found on the refuge, approximately 80 per cent

are using the impoundments. The remaining 20

per cent are scattered throughout the refuge in

ponds, lakes, and flooded marshes. Prior to the

construction of the impoundments, Rockefeller

Refuge wintered less than 75,000 ducks.

Numerous mineral leases have been developed

on the refuge during the past several years and

extreme care has been taken to prevent damage
to the area for wildlife. In the past the general

approach used by most mineral operations in

reaching a drilling site has been to excavate ca-

nals 60 to 80 feet wide and about 8 feet deep to

permit the drilling rig and other heavy equip-

ment to be floated to the well sites. This type of

operation has resulted in losses of many acres of

marshes due to the network of canals to the

numerous well sites. Also, this system greatly af-

fects the natural drainage patterns, tidal flow,

and increases salinities. A stipulation requiring

I
P»

Over half of the entire

refuge has been developed

to improve conditions for

wintering migratory wa-

terfowl such as the ducks

shown using one of the

impoundments.
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Research activities are an extremely important phase of the work program on the Rockefeller Refuge.
Shown here are small fish ponds being constructed to study growth rates and food requirements for com-
mercial marine fishes. The information gained from these studies as well as for research activities is made
available to the general public.

that all new mineral development be carried out

through a system of roadways, has eliminated

many of the problems created by the canal sys-

tem. In accordance with the deed of donation,

revenue derived from mineral operations on the

area is turned back to the refuge to further en-

hance Rockefeller Refuge as a wildlife area. Any
surplus money coming from mineral development
is used for the development and improvement of

the public education and public health work with-

in the State of Louisiana.

As a result of hurricane "Audrey" in 1957 all

the existing buildings and facilities were severely

damaged or destroyed by the hurricane force

winds and water that covered the area. Rocke-
feller Refuge was in the direct path of the hurri-

cane and its wildlife population, habitat and man-
made improvements suffered extensively. In its

rebuilding program the office and residence were
constructed on pilings, thus reducing the chances

of flooding. Damage to the impoundment levees

was repaired and all other structures have sub-

sequently been rebuilt.

The refuge headquarters is located on the

northwestern corner of the refuge and is staffed

with a refuge supervisor, maintenance crew and
patrol agents. The research section is staffed

with three wildlife biologists and one fishery bi-

ologist.

Maintaining levees, the numerous water con-

trol structures, boats and equipment is a year
round job for the personnel on the refuge. With
the extensive levee system on Rockefeller Refuge,
over 150 miles, draglines are kept busy year

round reshaping and dressing the levees of the

impoundments. Along with the impoundment
maintenance, Rockefeller personnel have installed

numerous low weirs on the area and brought an
additional 12,200 acres under management.

Constant patrols are made by refuge wardens
to prevent trespassing, poaching and other illegal

activities. The primary problem has been the il-

legal killing of alligators. Although the Louisiana
Wild Life and Fisheries Commission has closed

the season on alligators in an effort to reestablish

this important form of wildlife, this has not

stopped the illegal kill. The high price paid for

the hides has attracted poachers and necessi-

tated constant night patrols during the period

when alligators are active. The refuge is one of

the last retreats where alligators can be found in

large numbers and every effort is made to afford

these reptiles the necessary protection. During
the winter months patrol efforts are directed

towards the protection of the large concentra-
tion of waterfowl present on the refuge and sur-

rounding marshes.
Numerous research projects have been conduct-

ed and are presently underway concerning vari-

ous stages of marsh management, plant ecology,

pond culture and life history studies of the many
forms of fish and wildlife found on the refuge.

These projects are conducted by the Research
Section of the Refuge Division. Also, several

studies are carried out in cooperation with the
Louisiana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit,
the Louisiana Cooperative Fishery Research Unit

(Continued on Page 24)
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City Rabbit Hunting

BEAGLING ON
BONNET CARRE

McFadden Duffy

There's some fine rabbit hunting available

not more than an hour's drive from down-
town New Orleans, and that is traffic-

driving up the Airline Highway to Norco, location

of the Bonnet Carre Spillway. The spillway is

under the management of the Louisiana Wild
Life and Fisheries Commission where sportsmen
can find rabbit hunting along with other forms
of hunting.

The wildlife management area offers a wide
variety of small game hunting and is open
throughout the hunting season. There's no check-

ing in or out, and as far as hunters are con-

cerned, it's the same as open, unposted land. Natu-
rally, existing game laws apply and the area is

checked by wildlife agents of the enforcement di-

vision. But there is hunting for the asking, and
it is close. So close to New Orleans' International

Airport, in fact, that jetliners often pass low
over the heads of hunters as they make their

landing approach. This depends entirely on the

direction of the wind; but it happens often

enough that hunters are reminded they are afield

just miles from the State's largest city.

Shortly before Thanksgiving we called Charlie

Timberlake who lives in Metairie, a part of

Greater New Orleans. We told him we had an as-

signment on rabbit hunting and asked if he had
any friends near the spillway who had beagles,

adding that we wanted to do an article on rabbit

Getting ready to turn the

beagles loose. Members of

the hunting party include

Charlie Timberlake, Mike

Rogers, Hurless Clourtre,

his son Randy, L. J. "Red"

Carmouche, Hubert Rous-

sell and St. Charles Par-

ish Deputy Wilton La-

rousse.

Happy young hunters. Here Mike Rogers,
left, and Randy Clourtre admire one
of the Bonnet Carre Spillway rabbits that
was bagged during the hunt. Their faces
attest to the satisfaction of the hunt.

hunting in general but tie it into the Bonnet
Carre Spillway. We wanted to report on utiliza-

tion of the area.

Before getting around to running the beagles in
the spillway there should be some explanation of
rabbit hunting in general in Louisiana. Pelican
State hunters are fortunate in having two species
of rabbits in the state. They are cottontails and
swamp rabbits, and both species are quite com-
mon in many parts of the state.

Naturally, the number and type of rabbits
that will be found in any given area depends a
great deal on habitat. Cottontails and swamp
rabbits prefer different types of ranges and
cover and it is only where those ranges blend
that hunters are likely to encounter both species.
The cottontail is the smaller of the two species

and weighs about two pounds when fully grown.
Because of its smaller size, it is more elusive than
the larger swamp rabbit. It can get through small
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openings in briar patches and dense thickets. On
the particular hunt in the spillway, we'll de-

scribe later, all of the beagles ended up with

scratches from thorns and briars. And beagles

are small dogs, scarcely weighing more than

large swamp rabbits.

While being chased, rabbits follow no set pat-

tern and, contrary to popular opinion, do not run

in circles. We found this out for certain on that

particular hunt. Each time the beagles jumped a

rabbit, the chase resembled a deer hunt with

dogs. The sharp barking often faded into near-

silence; later to return in force in an entirely

different area. This was often as much as a

quarter of a mile away.
It is just the opposite with swamp rabbits.

When jumped, they have a tendency to follow a

straight line or a circular pattern. Adult swamp
rabbits weigh upwards of five pounds but they

run a much longer distance than the small, light-

er cottontail.

It should be pointed out that as far as meat
goes, swamp rabbits are not tough and are equally

as suited for the table as the smaller cottontail.

Consequently, many hunters prefer swamp rab-

bits because there is more meat for the table and

the freezer.

Most rabbit hunting is done in the southern

portion of Louisiana, but there are many rabbit

hunters in the northern half of the state. Hunters

occasionally jump rabbits while seeking other

game, but dogs are a must for the dedicated rab-

bit hunter and beagles are preferred. They are

small, friendly, eager hunters and are pleasant

to have around after the hunting season is over.

There are about two dozen organized beagle

clubs in Louisiana and each year finds one or

two more being formed. Field trials are popular

with beagle owners and there are several A.K.C.

Licensed trials in the state each year. Cottontails

are the main species of rabbits used in training

beagles, as well as in the Licensed or Sanctioned

trials.

Often the question comes up: "Why is there a

shortage of rabbits in this area today when there

used to be plenty?" The answer is simple. Rabbits
need food and cover in order to maintain hunt-

able populations. As a result, farming methods
and great acreages turned over to improved pas-

tures and row crops have cut into the cottontail

population in some areas. Swamp rabbits have
fared better because more suitable habitat re-

mains for them and they also have the vast ex-

panse of marshland in which to reproduce in

numbers.

The Bonnet Carre Spillway is ideally suited

for rabbit hunting. Fringed on both East and
West boundaries by wooded borders filled with
briar and both rest and escape cover, it offers

ideal terrain to support a huntable population of

rabbits. That's why we selected the spillway

for a sampling of south Louisiana rabbit hunt-
ing.

Charlie Timberlake was waiting when we ar-

rived at his home. His son, Mike Rogers, was
ready and raring to go. We lost little time in load-

The beagles have been turned loose in the spillway

along the wooded, briar-filled fringe. Hunters move
in after the dogs urging them on. In a few minutes
they had jumped a cottontail and the chase was on.

ing their guns and gear into the car and heading

for Norco, about a 10 minute drive from Kenner.
There, we joined the others who were going to

make the hunt with us. The beagles, about a

half-dozen, were piled into a pick-up truck and we
headed for the spillway, crossing the causeway
and taking the right hand road nearest Baton
Rouge that headed toward the lake end of the

spillway proper. About a mile down the road, our

party stopped and the beagles were turned loose.

They sniffed around and then headed off into the

woods, whooped on by two members of the group
who crashed on into the dense cover after the

dogs.

The rest of us were stationed along the road.

The same party had bagged eight out of nine rab-

bits the day before and they knew from ex-

perience that both rabbits and beagles often

crossed the road and swam the borrow pit. This
generally happened when the chase got too hot

for the rabbit. This usually split the pack and
the hunters found they had rabbits on one
side of the pit being trailed by part of the

dogs ; with a couple of the dogs on the other side

where the hunters couldn't get to them.

It wasn't long before the pack opened up and
the chase was on. To a dedicated rabbit hunter,
the frantic beagling of the hounds is sheer music
to the ears. You can follow the chase by the lusty

barking of the hounds, turning first one way and
then another. For the hunters stationed along the
road or on the pipe line right of way that splits

the wooded fringes of the spillway, there is the
certain question in everyone's mind : "Where will

the rabbit cross?"

While the cottontail isn't the smartest of game
animals, it might be classified as one of the most

6 Louisiana Conservationist



erratic. Twisting and turning to avoid the beagles,

there's no turning movement that it might over-

look. Just about the time they reached the road

and hunters were prepared for a shot, the rabbit

changed course and headed for the pipe line,

where a hunter stationed in the clearing about

50 yards wide was the one who had the bunny

And some of them were smarter than the bea-

gles and slipped across the road. They can hit

the water faster than a sunning nutria and are

expert swimmers. So are beagles for that matter
and in every pack of those spirited little dogs,

you'll find one or two determined to continue the

chase. Into the water they go and then the pack
is split—at least for the time.

Even though it was a dry morning, making it

difficult on the trailing beagles; those morn-
ings in the spillway were pleasant. Leaves were
starting to fall and here and there were patches

of autumn color. The sky was bright blue and
we were all hoping for a couple of days of slow,

soaking rain. When the spillway is dry, it is

dust-dry since most of the top soil in it was de-

posited there during the times it was opened to

divert flood waters to Lake Pontchartrain. That
was the original purpose of the levee-bordered

floodway above New Orleans.

During a lull in the sound of the beagles work-
ing well off in the woods—so far off that we
could barely hear them ; I walked down to a spot

where Charlie Timberlake was on stand. He was
smoking a cigarette. I joined him and we talked

about rabbit hunting in general and what a

fine thing it was that the Louisiana Wild Life

and Fisheries Commission had taken over man-
agement and improvement of the area.

"Aside from rabbit hunting," he said "there is

a lot of other good hunting here. Speaking of

rabbit hunting, did you remember that big one
we jumped when we were heading down to the

lake end to shoot snipe?"

I nodded. Charlie and I had made a number of

excursions into the spillway. Sometimes it was
after woodcock. You can find them when the rain-

fall has been sufficient. And there are snipe, squir-

rels and some dove shooting.

"The best potential," he said, "are rabbits.

The place is ideal as far as terrain goes. Par-
ticularly on these wooded fringes where the cover

is dense. Aside from cover, there is plenty of

food. During the spring, there are plenty of ber-

ries and other food. What makes it so appealing
to some New Orleans folks and the people around
Norco is that it is so close."

We stamped out the cigarettes. I nodded to him
and headed back up to the road to the place where
I had left my camera and gear. The beagles were
coming closer again and we could tell from the

sound of their barking that they were running a

rabbit hard and it appeared headed from the road
and the borrow pit beyond.

It crossed about 30 yards from where Timber-
lake was standing. There was a streak of brown-
ish, gray across the road and Charlie made a
snap shot as it scooted through brush and dead

willow limbs. He failed to connect on that one

and rushed toward the spot where the rabbit had
disappeared.

But the long-eared, bobbed-tail cottontail had
a surprise in store for it. A couple of the beagles

were on the other side and raced to the place

where the shot had come. They began barking

and across the narrow borrow pit we could hear

the crackling of dry leaves. A nutria slipped into

the water and began gliding away from the com-
motion.

Then we saw the rabbit. It left the cover along

the bank of the borrow pit and was in plain

sight. It started into the water but heard the

commotion as three of us gathered on our side

of the bank. It decided to return ashore.

"Wait until it climbs the bank," I heard some-
one say. I had the camera ready but there was
a virtual screen of brush and dead willows on
our side of the borrow pit.

A shotgun boomed to my right and the rabbit

was in the bag. It lay on the bank on the opposite

side of the borrow pit. The question of how to

get this particular rabbit back was obviously

plain. It was on one side of the stream and we
were on the other.

This writer experienced something that he had
never seen before. One of the men in the party
pulled off his shoes and socks, then shed his

clothing. With the certainty that he had done it

before, he swam over and retrieved the rabbit.

Then he whooped one of the beagles that was
on the other side and jammed the cottontail's

ears under the dog's collar. We called the beagle
back to our side and the hunter came back, much
to our heckling and laughing.

I commented that I had never seen any retriev-

ing like that while he dried off with his shirt and
dressed. Fortunately, it was a warm day. His re-

ply had me laughing outwardly for minutes and
smiling inwardly for a half hour.

"You've never seen a 'Cajun retriever," he said

!

He earned his rabbit.

We collected the dogs and off they went back
into the wooded section bordering the spillway

and the hunt was on again. The beagles were
foot-sore but they stayed with it and produced
another rabbit. After it had been bagged, the dogs
showed signs of being weary. Having been worked
three days straight in that dry country, they de-

served a good rest. They kept straying back to

the two pick-up trucks and the parked car. It was
their way of saying that the day's hunt was
over as far as they were concerned.

They keep a log on the number of rabbits

bagged and the persons making the trip on that
date. They are doing pretty well in the spillway.

All of the rabbits seem to be cottontails in the
area where they hunt; but we imagine there are
swamp rabbits there too.

That's rabbit hunting in the Bonnet Carre
Spillway. It's easy hunting and there are plans
for improvements that will make it even more
attractive in the years ahead. We'll bet that there
will be more bugling of beagles in the future. *
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THE PURPLE MARTIN STORY
Jack O. Collins

MUCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN about the Purple

Martin in recent years. Some of the stories

were very informative, and factual, but

this has not always been the case. Let's find out

more about this bird.

Purple Martins are members of the swallow

family. The male when fully mature is such a

dark blue that it appears to be jet black to the

observer. Even a male bird in the hand looks

purplish black. The female is grayish white on

the throat and breast and white on the belly and

under tail coverts. There is an indistinct light

collar extending around the neck and the fore-

head is pale grayish brown ; the top of the head,

back, wings, and tail are predominately grayish

black. Usually there is only a trace of blue. Hence,

the color is much duller than in adult males. Un-

til young males molt to the adult plumage many
cannot be distinguished from females.

A true migrant, the Purple Martin spends the

spring and summer months on the North Ameri-

can continent and flies back to South America

during our winter season. Brazil is a major win-

tering area for millions of these birds. Martins

arrive very early in Louisiana, often long before

the cold winter days are over. They are frequently

observed seeking nesting sites during the first

two weeks of February. However, weather condi-

tions have much to do with arrival of early birds.

My earliest observation of a Purple Martin ar-

rival was on January 26, 1955 in Opelousas, St.

Landry Parish, Louisiana. Dr. George Lowrey of

Louisiana State University, a world famous or-

nithologist recorded his first observation in the

Baton Rouge area on January 24. Other reports

are common these days of earlier arrivals. In

many cases it is a Starling mistakenly thought

to be a Martin. Compared to the total that in-

habit our state, only a few arrive in early Feb-

ruary, but the number of new birds continues to

increase through the month of May. All birds

that we see up through late March are fully ma-
ture; that is, they are more than one year old.

What I refer to as first year martins or those

that were reared during the preceding nesting

season, begin to arrive during the last three or

four days in March. These young birds continue

to increase in number through April, May and
into early June. The last of the old birds have
reached Louisiana by April 10 or usually a week
earlier. Of course, if a spring and summer resi-

dence cannot be established all older Martins and
some first year ones move farther north. Many
Purple Martins return to the same nesting site

as long as they live. They will even select the

same room in the same birdhouse, if possible.

Man-made birdhouses are by far the most com-
mon and preferred nesting sites for Purple Mar-
tins. Other places where they build nests are in

open eaves of houses, steel structures over bridges,

and in large horizontal pipes especially used to

Photo by Kenneth Smith

Purple Martins prefer nesting in houses located

away from trees. Since they are inclined to nest in

colonies, the more apartments to a house, the more
attractive the houses are. Once a colony has settled

in a particular house, banding results reveal that

they are likely to return to the same apartment
houses each year.

hold up advertising signs. Even before the white

man came to America Indians placed gourds on

poles for Martin use.

Certain things need to be considered when one

plans to build or buy a Martin house. The house

may contain one to many rooms since martins

are sociable to some extent. Contrary to some
writers, I have observed for many years that some
older males especially express dominance and will

keep other birds from using rooms anywhere
close to the ones they choose as nesting sites.

When entrance doors are placed on different sides

of the birdhouse better usage will result. En-
trance holes should be not less than 2" and not

more than 2 1 '%" in diameter for Martins. The holes

should not be more than one inch above the floor

level. It is preferable to have two entrances rather

than one to each room. This helps to keep the

room cooler and is very important since the young
often try to leave real hot rooms before they can
fly. If this happens the young don't survive be-

cause the parents won't care for them on the

ground and they are soon destroyed by cats, dogs,

snakes, or some other enemy.
All birdhouses need porches. Porches need to

be at least as wide as the entrance hole. Actually

Martins like real wide porches. I recommend that

the floor space for each room be 6" x 6". Martins
will use rooms of smaller size, but this is not

recommended. A minimum ceiling height sugges-
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One of the steps in building martin houses utilized

by Allendorph is heat treatment of the main sup-
port bars of the roofs. These are made of plastic

and heat strengthened.

tion is 4", but higher ones are better for the

birds. Color of the birdhouse is not too impor-
tant, but Martins seem to like dark colored houses
best. To prevent snakes, and cats from catching

the birds a galvanized pipe should be used to hold

the house in the air from 8' to 15' above ground.
Height above ground is important only for the

purpose of easy cleaning and repair.

Sixty Starlings were introduced into New York
City from Europe in 1890 and forty more were
brought to this country in 1891. This species is

now widespread and causes considerable econom-
ic damage. Starlings nest in tree cavities, in many
kinds of buildings, and birdhouses. They are very
domineering, and will keep all kinds of other
birds, including Martins, from using the bird-

house. As in the case of Sparrows, Starlings often

will have established dominance before the first

Martins arrive.

This bird is often misidentified as a Purple
Martin because of color similarities in the males.

Starlings and Martins do not really look alike,

however, Starlings are almost twice as big around
the breast; in addition the beak of a Starling is

much longer than that of a Martin and the tail

is shorter and actually appears cut off. Martins
have a long V-shaped tail.

Purple Martins build nests of heavy straw,

leaves, and mud. This is characteristic of all

birds in the swallow family. Green leaves are
used to line the nest. Martins rear young only
once a year, but will often lay eggs the second

time if for some reason the first eggs are de-

stroyed. The only time that a Martin ever lights

on the ground is when it is securing mud and

straw for nest building. Older Martins begin nest

construction during warm days in late March
and early April. Egg laying and incubation usu-

ally starts by mid-April. On the other hand first

year males and females may nest as late as the

first of June. It is normally in late April or

early May, however. Purple Martins lay from
three to five solid white eggs of moderate size.

Incubation period is about fourteen days. In many
cases the male helps the female to incubate the

eggs.

Purple Martin food consists entirely of flying

insects. Adult birds consume many insects daily.

In fact, a young bird in the nest is often fed

over one hundred insects per day. But the parent

birds stop feeding the nestlings several days be-

fore they are fully grown so that the baby birds

will be lighter for their first flights. Contrary to

some recent writings Purple Martins do not eat

up all the mosquitos in an area even where many
pairs of these birds live. This may sometimes
happen, but it is the exception rather than the

rule. I point this out reluctantly because Purple

Martins are my favorite bird and I would like to

see every home with at least one bird-house in

the front or back yard.

Young Purple Martins are large enough to

leave the nest when they are just over four weeks
old. As pointed out previously, the young nest-

lings must be able to fly when it leaves the nest.

A substantial business of building Purple Martin
houses has been established throughout Louisiana

as interest in these birds increases. Cheerful and
friendly, they are welcome around the house and
more and more persons are erecting martin houses
on their lawns and in their yards.
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Henry P. Allendorph of Oscar, in Pointe Coupee Parish, is shown with a warehouse of Purple Martin
houses ready for eager customers who have demonstrated a growing interest in attracting these birds

that are known to feed heavily on insects and whose flight is so graceful.

Adult Martins won't light on the ground and
tend to their juveniles. About one-half of all

young are brought back to their house the first

few nights by their parents before permanent
departure. After the young have been taught to

be self supporting the older birds and some of

the young ones can be observed making daily

visits to the birdhouses through the month of

July.

When one year male and female Purple Mar-
tins return to seek a nesting site in the spring
it is impossible to distinguish with certainty the

difference between sexes based on coloration.

Often young males have some dark feathers un-
derneath their body, but this is not always the

case. These young males moult into their purple
black color during their second fall moult; that

is, when they are between one and two years old.

One year old Martins are sexually mature, and
this comprises a fairly large percentage of our
annual nesting population in Louisiana.

Purple Martins are not only a powerful flier

with great speed and sailing ability, but also

have uncanny ability to fold their wings and
dive like a ball from high in the sky right into
their birdhouse door. They spread their wings
just before entering in order to slow the rate of
dive.

By early August most of the Purple Martins
except very late nesters have left their house
areas and are beginning to congregate in large
flocks in preparation for migration. We seldom
see these birds after this time, but some have
been observed as late as the first week in Oc-
tober. However, this is unusual and most Purple
Martins have migrated across the Gulf of Mexico
to Brazil and other places in South America be-
fore this time.

We'll have a short period of time without our

Martins, but keep on the lookout because in late

January or early February those ole Purple
males that always come first will be zooming
back in looking for their favorite birdhouse. *

For a person handy with tools, this chart reveals
the measurements of the average Purple Martin
house.
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AGREEMENT ON TOLEDO BEND

Following a meeting of representatives from the Louisiana
Wild Life and Fisheries Commission and the Texas Parks and Wild-
life Department the two wildlife agencies are in hope of even-
tually establishing a mutually acceptable set of regulations on
the Toledo Bend Reservoir which has a surface area of 197,000
acres. The pact will help in the enforcement of water boating
safety laws and fishing regulations on the huge body of water
which lies between the two states. Authorities from both states
have also been working towards an agreement that would permit a
valid fishing license holder from either Texas or Louisiana to
fish anywhere in the reservoir.

WHOOPERS ON INCREASE
The world's population of wild whooping cranes has already

increased this year—with a possibility of more birds to arrive.
The Interior Department's Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wild-
life reports 47 of the rare birds back at the Aransas National
Wildlife refuge in Texas. In addition to the 47 wild birds, 12
whoopers are in captivity. Several can be seen at the Audubon
Park Zoo in New Orleans.

ALERT WILDLIFE AGENTS
The Commission has praised the "alertness" of Wildlife

Agents Sidney Emfinger and Carl Rials for the apprehension of
John W. Brooks, a convicted robber, who forfeited $10,000 bail
in an attempt to avoid return to a Georgia prison. In April of this
year, Captain Ted Bonin and Agent Gilmand Landry captured fugi-
tive Roy Mejia, escaped accused murderer of a Berwick mother and
her three children. Mejia has since been tried and convicted.

This is the second time within seven months that our wildlife
agents have been responsible for such arrests. Wildlife agents,
in addition to enforcing state game and fish laws, also work close-
ly with other law enforcement agencies and are subject to 24-
hour a day call.

NO DOG PERMITS
The Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission at its reg-

ular monthly meeting revoked all permits for use of livestock
dogs on the Fort Polk Wildlife Management area. Colonel Wilbur J.
Lage, acting Chief of Staff at Fort Polk, said that livestock are
no longer on the area.

EDITOR'S BOOK REVIEW
The "Last Paradise" a remarkable book on worldwide wildlife,

illustrated with 160 color plates, is being "scooped" off the
market. With the pictures are short descriptions of Photograph-
er-writer Eugene Schumacher's journeys in each continent. It is
a valuable work of reference to the world's rarest birds and mam-
mals living today. Published by Doubleday and Company, Inc., Nat-
ural History Press, Garden City, New York. Don't let the price
fool you-$l6.00; it's worth every bit of it.

J

,T^
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Letters..

Questions

Answers...

about

WILDLIFE in LOUISIANA
conducted by Steve Harmon

Dear Editor: Bastrop

The article "Turkey Season" in

your Conservationist was very

good. The author got to the heart

of our turkey population problem

in stating the lack of coopera-

tion by the general public and
courts. If they saw someone rob-

bing a bank, they would notify the

police. When will they realize that

the game violator is a THIEF.
Not only does he steal from us,

but he also steals from our chil-

dren and their children. It is time

for the true sportsman to stand

up and put a stop to this waste
of OUR wildlife by "GAME
HOGS".

I would like to see an article

calling on the sportsmen and con-

servationists to set an example.

Dear Editor: Lake Charles

Thought you would like to put

this in your Louisiana Conserva-

tion Magazine. The wife and I

caught this string of white perch

in Spring Bayou, Marksville, 10-

30-67. Two of them weighed 2

pounds each.

GROVER W. BENNETT

This could start a chain reaction.

The wildlife game law enforce-

ment agents, no matter how dedi-

cated, cannot solve this trouble

alone. Let's give them a little

help, after all, they are working
for us.

GERALD P. LAWRENCE

THREE LAW ENFORCEMENT officers were recipients of "Outstand-
ing Peace Officers" plaques in recognition of the work done by them
in their respective work. The American Legion, Post 338 made the
presentation at ceremonies at Delcambre, recently. From left are Rivers
Delcambre, police chief. Post Commander, New Iberia; Lt. Jay Norris,
Commander of Post 4, who made the presentations; Gilmand Landry,
Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries agent, and Euda Delcambre, Ver-
milion Parish sheriff.

Dear Editor: Destrehan
Enclosed is photograph of my

son, William Conn, Jr., and the

eight-point buck he took with a

single arrow during the first week
of the bow season this year. The
Bear 50 lb. Super Kodiak bow sent

the arrow through the lungs and
into the ground beyond as the

deer spent his last breath to buy
only a few yards before dropping
his 230 lb. body to the earth.

You will I hope forgive a moth-
erly indulgence of a bit of brag-

ging, but I don't believe I have
ever heard of a local bag of that

size in Louisiana with bow. I

would be greatly pleased to have
you run the picture. It was killed

on the Mississippi River south of

Yidalia, in Louisiana, of course.

MRS. THELMA CONN
P.S. This was the second deer for

him this season with bow.
The other, a spike, weighed
far less.
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This eighty nine pound blue cat-

fish came from the waters of Lake
Des Allemonds which is famous
for large catfish. The huge fish

was caught by a commercial fish-

erman on his set line. He actually

had two large ones side by side

but did not have a net or gaff

and had to land it by hand and
lost the other one. The big blue

cat actually weighs more than
young Kevin Dennie shown here.

Dear Editor: Winnsboro
Here is a picture of our nine-

year-old daughter Patty Stewart.

I took her on her first hunt and
she bagged two cat squirrels. She
was thrilled to death so I took
her out that afternoon again and
she bagged one big fox squirrel.

We hope you are doing fine;

haven't seen you in quite a while.

CAPTAIN AND MRS.
RHEO STEWAPvT

Dear Editor: Cameron
Having received your letter, I

am glad to know you may cover

our Fur and Wildlife Festival, to

be held in January. I am sending
you a picture of the 1967 dog re-

triever champion of Cameron Par-

ish. I am his owner and the dog's

name is "Prince". This year
"Prince" will compete against

dogs not only in the parish, but
throughout the state.

I would appreciate it if you may

camping trip near Simsboro. Dogs
were used in the treeing and kill-

ing of the coons.

The two boys in this picture are

from left to right: Richard Ho-
well, Bill Alexander. Old and ex-

perienced coon hunters who have
many a year left.

RICHARD HOWELL

print his picture in your maga-
zine, along with an invitation to

the Fur and Wildlife Festival.

J. RAY BURLEIGH

Dear Editor: Effie

We are forwarding a picture

of our son, Randy McGehee, 10

years old. Randy caught this bass

which weighed seven pounds and
measured 24 inches long right out

of our pond on our farm.
MR. AND MRS.

ALLISON McGEHEE

Dear Editor: Simsboro

I would like for you to feel free

to use the enclosed picture in your
next issue of LOUISIANA CON-
SERVATIONIST.
These coons were taken on a

Dear Editor: Bossier City

Enclosed is a picture of our

four year daughter Janice Mid-

kiff with her daddy's catch of the

day—a 24 lb. catfish caught on

Lake Bistineau.

MRS. KELLY MIDKIFF

Dear Editor: Shreveport

I am enclosing a picture of a

five pound bass which was one of

nine caught in a private pond
near Shreveport, La., by Jim Wey-
land, age 14, of Houston, Tex.

seen below holding him. The lure

was a plastic worm.
clyde w. McCarthy

Dear Editor: Shreveport

Please continue to send us the

LOUISIANA CONSERVATION-
IST. All of our family enjoy the

magazine.
Our 6th grader is making a

booklet on conservation and your
magazines have helped him so

much. He had used them in the

past and our 3rd grade daughter
uses some of the pictures for her
science class.

DUANE P. TARRANT
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MENHADEN OR POGIES

Louisiana's Most Valuable

Commercial Fish
William S. Perret

To MOST PEOPLE, the mention of the word
fish, brings to mind the sleek sport fishes,

straining at their tackle, or, perhaps one

of the species which make up a gourmet's delight.

There remains, however, other species which do

not fit into either of these categories. Such is the

menhaden. This fish is not edible and is of no

consequence as a sports fish; yet, from an eco-

nomical standpoint it is the most valuable fish

in the Gulf of Mexico.

The fishery for menhaden constitutes the larg-

est fishery in the United States and one of the

leading fishing industries of the world. U. S. fish-

ermen catch more pounds of menhaden annually

than any other species of fish. Prior to 1963

most of the catch was made along the Atlantic

Coast, but now more menhaden (chiefly the Gulf

menhaden) are caught along the Gulf Coast,

primarily«tfrom Louisiana's fertile coastal waters

in and around the Mississippi Delta. The annual

production for our State is between 650 million

and 1 billion pounds valued at approximately

$10,000,000.

Why is this fish so valuable? Menhaden are

processed into oil, meal and solubles ; they supply

approximately 75% of all fish meal, 80% of the

marine oils, and nearly 80% of all fish solubles

produced in the United States today.

The oil from menhaden is used in soaps, some
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals, in the manufac-

ture of paint, varnishes, stains, resins, putties,

lubricants, for tanning leather, and in tempering

metals.

Menhaden fish meal is rich in high quality

proteins, minerals, and other essential nutrients;

this makes it an excellent ingredient for poultry

and livestock feeds. The menhaden fish solubles

are also valuable in feeds and in the manufacture
of liquid plant foods.

In addition to this, the menhaden fishery

creates direct and indirect employment for thou-

sands of people. Thus, the menhaden fishery

makes a substantial contribution to the domestic

economy.
What are menhaden ? The adult Gulf menhaden

is a herring or shadlike fish that inhabits estua-

rine and coastal waters bordering the Gulf of

Mexico. They are generally found in large schools.

In Louisiana, most fishermen call them "pogies."

The menhaden's body is deeply compressed and
the abdomen is armed with deep tooth-like scutes.

The head is large and there are no teeth. Food
consists mainly of plankton, the minute floating

A modern menhaden processing plant showing the

unloading, docking, and servicing facilities necessary

in this industry.

life that forms the basis of the food chain, con-

verting inorganic and organic nutrients into

animal and plant matter. Coloration of the men-
haden ranges from silver to dusky grey or green

and there is usually a pronounced dark blotch

located on the shoulder. It is often accompanied

by several smaller blotches on either dorsal side

of the fish and running the length of the body.

It is generally conceded by most marine biol-

ogists that menhaden spawn in the open Gulf,

probably during the fall and winter months. An
individual female, depending on size, may spawn
anywhere from 40,000 to 700,000 eggs. Larval

menhaden then enter the estuaries which are used

for nursery grounds. However, not all utilize

these nursery areas, for many are found along

the Gulf beaches. The larvae undergo several

changes and are transformed into juveniles. This

is the first stage that resembles the adult.

The menhaden fishery is highly modernized.

Most of the carrier vessels are 100 to 200 feet

long. They carry the purse boats and gear to the

fishing grounds. Most vessels today are refrig-

erated and can stay at sea for several days at a

time. Each vessel has large central holds below

the deck where the fish are loaded, and depend-
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Two purse boats are seen completing the set around
a school of menhaden.

ing on size of the vessel, can carry from 150 to

350 tons of fish.

Prior to the 1950's, the menhaden schools were
located by spotters in the crow's nest of the car-

rier vessel. In recent years, increased fleet ef-

ficiency has been provided by use of airplanes.

The pilots spot the schools of fish and direct the

setting of the nets by radiotelephone.

The actual fishing operation is accomplished
from two 36 foot purse seine boats, which are

carried in davits aboard the carrier vessel. The
purse seine is approximately 200 fathoms long

and 10 fathoms deep. Half of the seine is stored

aboard each boat. The top of the seine is held to

the surface by floats. Metal rings run along the

bottom of the net and the purse line is threaded
through these rings. This acts as a draw string,

and at the proper time it is gathered together or

"pursed," thus confining the catch within the net.

To set the purse seine, the purse boats separate

before reaching the school ; each boat then follows

a half-circle course and surrounds the school with
the net. The purse line is then drawn together
to confine the fish. The net is now gathered on to

the purse boats by power driven blocks, thus
forcing the fish into a small section of the net.

The carrier vessel then comes alongside, and the

fish are pumped directly into the hold of the

ship. The average set yields from 10 to 30 tons of

fish.

The menhaden fishery has come under criti-

cism from some, who say that the fishery de-

stroys sports fishes. This criticism has been
proven invalid by several careful investigations.

Menhaden fishermen want only menhaden in

their catch, and as such have learned to fish in

a manner which catches menhaden and very few

other fishes. Money is lost if other fish are in-

cluded in the catch.

Upon returning to the plants, suction pumps
unload fish onto an automatic scale which deter-

mines the quantity taken. The captains and crews

are paid according to the size of the catch. In

Louisiana, menhaden processing plants are lo-

cated at Empire, Intracoastal City, and Cameron.

The unloaded fish are conveyed to the contin-

uous cookers; processing starts here with live

steam. The fish then pass to large presses that

drive out the oil and water. The solid portion,

called press cake, is dried still further. It is then

ground to produce fish meal. The liquids from the

presses are centrifuged to remove the oil. The
remaining liquid, is condensed into menhaden
solubles. These solubles are rich in vitamins, pro-

teins, and other essential nutrients.

The menhaden fishery is a very valuable and
important industry. As such, intensive research is

needed to provide information on life history,

causes of fluctuations in abundance, and charac-

teristics of the population. This information will

be needed to appraise conditions of the stocks

and to make proper decisions regarding their

harvesting. At present, the Oysters, Water Bot-

toms, and Seafoods Division of the Louisiana

Wild Life and Fisheries Commission is engaged
in a coast-wide estuarine study. This broad study,

although not centered on menhaden research,

should help by providing answers to some of the

problems concerning this valuable fishery, as

well as, hydrographic data on nursery areas. Fur-
ther research, however, is still vitally important

and necessary.

The greatest problem, however, will be to main-
tain the estuaries in their unpolluted natural

condition. If this is done, there will always be

menhaden, as well as other sport and commercial
fishes. To the contrary, if this is not done, these

valuable resources will disappear in numbers use-

ful to man. *

The menhaden vessel is pumping the menhaden
catch aboard.
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ABOUT
REDFISH

R. A. Betcr

WHEN ONE thinks of salt water angling

one invariably thinks of the Speckled

Trout. But when one thinks of the King

of the interior salt water fishes one must give

credit to the redfish. In name the redfish goes by

several. On the east coast it is called channel bass

or red drum. Along the Gulf Coast, Louisiana in

particular, it is called redfish. By any title it

reigns supreme with the marsh and coastal an-

glers.

The largest redfish taken by rod and reel

weighed 82 pounds and was caught by Zack Wa-
ters on the Atlantic Sea Coast. The Louisiana rec-

ord is 56 pounds 8 ounces caught by 0. L. Cornish

in 1963. By comparison the majority of redfish

caught in Louisiana waters would average about

three pounds. Fish under seven to ten pounds are

commonly referred to as "rat reds". Those above

these weights are called bull reds. These large fish

exceeding 20 pounds, are very rare in the interior

marshes. At certain times of the year bull reds

are found in schools along various passes leading

into the Gulf of Mexico. The most famous of these

locations are Pass Abel and Four Bayou Pass,

located just east of Grand Isle. Another favorite

spot for the "bulls" is Point Chicot on the east

side of Bay Eloi in St. Bernard Parish.

The time to fish bull reds, normally, is during

the latter part of October and early November.
Weather does seem to be a factor in the fall run

of larger redfish. When the first cold fronts be-

gin to descend upon Louisiana the bulls head for

the deep water passes. Then some lucky angler,

who is either fishing for other salt water species

or perhaps is checking to see if the run has start-

ed, may have his reverie jolted as well as his arm
when big red hits. Now it is just a matter of time

before the word spreads that the bull reds are hit-

ting at the passes.

As the news spreads like wildfire it is not long

before an armada of anglers and boats begin to

congregate at Pass Abel and Four Bayous in par-

ticular. Boats can be seen in various sizes from
the twelve foot bateau to the 40 foot and larger

cruisers. Each angler in this conglomeration,

which at times, numbering 30 or more boats, be-

gins jockeying for position in his particular "hot

spot". Each fishermen begins waiting for that in-

evitable jerk or slow run which portends the be-

ginning of the battle against big red.

ic,

This youngster has learned how to "play" a rat red

with light pole and tackle. After looking at this big

rat one would say the boy is "hooked" on redfish

fishing for life.

Fishing predominates from late evening
throughout the night. When a school of "bulls"

begins feeding on the slack, ebb, or rising tide it

becomes a battle between the angler and his com-
panion who might be fighting fish simultaneous-

ly. A successful night might consist of twenty or

more bull reds running anywhere from 15 to 40
pounds. The nocturnal angler might use a variety

of baits ranging from live or dead shrimp, whole
or cut mullets, blue or fiddler crabs, etc. Hook
sizes vary from sheepshead size to the larger

speckled trout hook. Some anglers use bait at-

tached to various type lures.

Rod sizes will vary from the ultra light, of the

true dyed in the wool sport fisherman, to the larg-

er stiff trolling or big game rod. An open or

closed faced spinning reel to the larger level winds
are vogue. It becomes a matter of common sense

to use a line of at least 20 pound test to forestall

the rush of a big red into the many lines and
anchor ropes of the other anglers nearby.

Every trip which one might make during the

fall run of these reds is not successful. Many an-

glers will vouch of the innumerable fruitless hours
spent waiting for that first big one only to time
after time have to remove a large hard head or

gafftop cat or shark from their line. But no mat-
ter the many empty hours failing to catch one
red, all this is soon forgotten when that first big

one hits and begins its long hard runs before be-

ing finally lifted into the net or brought to gaff.

The numbers of fishermen and the quantity of

redfish caught by the average marsh fishermen
far exceeds that of the bull red anglers. Probably

Louisiana Conservationist
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This ardent fisherman is baiting what is known as

a "shad rig line" in anticipation of landing some
fine rat or bull reds. Nothing is more exhilarating
than to have an eight to twelve pound red hooked
on light tackle in shallow water.

more redfish are caught in conjunction with or

accidently by fishermen seeking other species.

Fishing for reds really begins in late spring or

early summer in the coastal marshes of Louisiana.

A fisherman who is predominantly after reds will

deliberately seek out weedy shorelines in the larg-

er lakes, bays and lagoons during the summer
months. In the many nameless bays and larger

lagoons in southeast Louisiana one can easily spot

a man fishing or seeking reds. He is either drift-

ing or silently paddling his boat in the shallow

stretches of these lagoons. If he is not paddling
he can be seen silently sitting with one or more
lines along the shoreline. The majority of these

anglers will be using light weight spinning rods
with a cork float and fishing at a depth of l-2V->

feet. The line is cast toward the shoreline and al-

lowed to lie motionless for a minute or so. Then a
jerk gives the cork a resounding pop. Redfish
feeding in or along the shallow shores will soon be
attracted by the noise or motion of the bait, or

combination of both. If the water is very shallow
the reds can sometimes be seen with their backs
out of the water heading for the bait. When a
red takes the bait the cork can be seen moving
slowly down and away. After allowing a few sec-

onds for the fish to grab the bait well, the angler
will then snap the rod back sharply and set the
hook. Sometimes two or three jerks are given by
the fishermen to insure the proper hooking of the
fish. After this procedure the battle begins.

Nothing is as exhilarating as an eight to twelve
pound red hooked on light tackle in shallow water.
The fish will start a long run into or along the
reedy shore all the while the reel is singing and
the monofiliment line whining in the water.
Numerous runs of various durations will be made
by reds depending on their size and the type
of rod used. A 5-15 minute battle will ensue

depending on the same circumstances for an eight

to 12 pound red. After being completely whipped
by a springy spinning rod a red can be reeled next

to the boat almost belly up. Even then one must
be ready to give line if a final feeble rush is tried.

Many good size fish are lost at this stage when,
in anticipation and excitement, a fisherman tries

to hurry the netting proceedure. By swiping side

ways or trying to get a red into the net tail first

the angler lessens considerably his odds on land-

ing his fish.

This summer type fishing for reds requires

considerable stealth and patience. A fisherman
might catch one to many reds in one spot and then
after receiving no bites for a considerable length

of time he must move on to search for feeding
reds.

Redfish in the summer time might forage for
food long distances up and down shorelines and
in flooded weed beds. The consistent redfish catch-

er is he, who, like the commercial trammel netter,

can spot feeding and foraging reds in shallow
water. The tell tale wake of one or more fish, if

not spooked by noise or movement of the angler,

can soon provide fast action for the fortunate
fisherman.
As summer wanes and fall and winter condi-

tions prevail, the smaller reds move further and
further inland. They seek deeper holes in bayous,
lagoons, dead end oil company and pipelines
canals, around the wooden water control struc-

tures found on private and Louisiana Wild Life
and Fisheries Commission owned and leased Wild-
life Management Areas. Tremendous schools

of redfish, ranging in weight from one to 15
pounds, are encountered during the fall and more
particularly winter months. During this time of

year many fishermen are using artificial lures

and fishing for speckled trout when they encoun-
ter these large schools of reds.

The various types of lures used consist of the
sidewinder, double or single shad rigs—various
colors— , bingo, and Mr. Champ, which are among
the most popular. These lures are used in the fol-

lowing methods : Casting out and being allowed to

settle to the bottom and then retrieved at varying
speeds and with a variety of induced motions.
Also, these lures are used in conjunction with a
floating cork and fished at varying depths until

fish are located.

Casting with or against a current the rigs are
allowed to float or dangle motionless for varying
time sequences, and then one or more jerks are
given to pop the cork and move the lure. This is

a very successful method at times. In conjunction
with cork and lure offtimes anglers may also

hook shrimp to the lure. This is particularly true
with the shad rig and sidewinder.

Other methods consist of the use of dead shrimp
since live shrimp are impossible to find at this

time of year. Live minnows, particularly "coca-
hos", live fiddler crabs, found along bayou banks
and mud flats, and whole or half blue crabs are
also excellent bait. These natural baits are fished
in a number of different ways dependent upon
circumstance. They can be fished on the bottom
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with or without sinkers and allowed free swim-

ming motion or allowed to drift with the tide.

They are also fished with the aid of a popping

cork and fished at varying depths until the reds

are located.

Some enterprising fishermen use two or more

rods ; casting with lures or bottom fishing, while

having a line with cork attached, free floating at

the same time. It is not unusual to have two reds

on at the same time on different rods. It is wise

in a case such as this to have the drag off on the

rod which is lying unattended in the boat. It is

also wise to have this rod fastened in some man-
ner to the boat or else one could have that cha-

grined look of dismay on his face as he sees his

rod and reel jerked overboard by the force and

speed of old red. This has happened more often

than not to unsuspecting anglers, including the

author. My situation, fortunately, had a happy
conclusion as I was able to hook the rod with a

sidewinder on another rod. I also caught the red

which weighed about 2 pounds. Remembering this

and like episodes keep in mind the old adage "that

an ounce of prevention is worth a pound or more
of redfish".

Fishing redfish, and other salt water fishes, in

and around the 40 wooden water control struc-

tures located on the Biloxi and Wisner Wildlife

Management Areas located in St. Bernard and
Jefferson Parishes respectively has become quite

an occasion. Five, ten or more boats with perhaps

twice as many fishermen angling from the boats

and walking the banks is a common occurrence

during fall and winter "runs". Fish are caught in

front and behind the dams on both rising and
falling tides.

Some fishermen say that fishing in the marsh
is over with by February or March. Nothing could

be further from the truth. I have caught redfish,

with sidewinders, in late February and March
and would not even have to cast my lure. Merely
dropping the sidewinder over the side of the boat

and alternately lifting and lowering the lure off

the bottom I have caught many reds next to the

dams. Even in March and April while fishing

sunfish, "perch", I have occasionally caught reds

at these same dams.
It is noteworthy here to state that at certain

times of the year, and more specifically in the

interior marshes, the coloration of the redfish is

noticeably dark or black bronze in contrast to

those of the outer marshes. The redfish caught

nearer the coast, and during the summer, are

almost silver.

Among the better and more familiar areas

noted for redfish in Louisiana are: most blind

ponds innundated by high tides in the marsh;
Chandeleur Island—along the sandy beaches on
both Gulf and Sound side and the many tidal cuts

between the island; Mississippi Delta—South
Pass with its numerous spillways, Pass-A-Loutre,

Mississippi River at Pilotown, Redfish Bay, Isle

Dernires and Wine Island Pass; Grand Isle

—

Along the beaches and Livingston and Caminada
Passes ; Pass Abel ; Four Bayou Pass ; Point Chi-

cot ; Point Fortune ; Telegraph Keys ; Sandy Point

Bay; Oak River, Christmas Camp Lake; Lake of

two Trees, Lake and Bay Eloi, New Orleans

—

Gulf Outlet; Magnolia Lagoon; Biloxi Manage-
ment Area, Structures in and near Lakeshore
Bayou, Bayou Biloxi, Bayou Magill, Bayou Padre,

Bayou Grande ; Wisner Management Area, Struc-

tures located at Lake Laurier, Bayou Fer Blanc,

Bayou Moreau, SW Louisiana Canal; and Cypre-
mort Point.

The consistent catcher of redfish is a devotee

of his art. He will know the right time and right

place to fish under all weather and tide condi-

tions. He will appear, and truly so to his fisher-

man friends, to be most secretive about where
and how he catches his reds.

Perhaps James Henshall would have revised his

famous quotation about small mouth bass if he
had lived in Louisiana. Then it would have been
"inch for inch and pound for pound, the redfish

is the gamest fish that swims". *

After being completely whipped by a springy fish-

ing rod a red can be reeled next to the boat almost

belly up. Even then one must be ready to give line

if a final rush is made.

This shrimp might be called an open handed invita-

tion to the hungry rat redfish or bull red. 'When
the first cold fronts begin to descend upon Lou-
isiana the bulls head for the deep water passes.
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Agents Gamble, Spruill

Attend Training School

Clarence A. Guidry Is

Named Commissioner
Clarence A. Guidry of Houma was named a

member of the Louisiana Wild Life and
Fisheries Commission by Gov. John J. Mc-

Keithen on November 21.

Guidry was administered the oath of office in

Houma, on November 21 by Bobby Boudreaux,
Clerk of Court of Terrebonne Parish. Participat-

ing in the oath of administration was Terrebonne
Parish Police Jury President Butley Mahler and
John E. Kyle, Jr., member of the wildlife com-
mission from Berwick.

Guidry, a native of Houma, served on the Terre-

bonne Parish Police Jury for three years and is

presently in the real estate business. He and Mrs.

Guidry, also a native of Houma, are the parents

of four children.

An ardent fisherman, Guidry is vitally inter-

ested in all phases of conservation, particularly

the fisheries industries.

"I consider the appointment an honor," he said

after taking the oath of office, "and will do every-

thing in my power to further conservation pro-

grams in Louisiana and carry out present sound
management of the State's wildlife and fisheries

resources.

"Serving on this board presents a great chal-

lenge, especially in these days when expanding
industry is accompanied by a greater demand for

recreation in the outdoors, principally in the form
of fishing, hunting, camping and boating."

The new member of the commission said that

problems facing administrators of wildlife re-

sources were growing, citing pollution, changes
in land use, and a rapidly expanding population

with more time for recreation and turning more
to the outdoors than ever before. *

PRACTICING DISARMING TACTICS—Shown prac-

ticing one of the disarming methods at the 12-week
LSU Law Enforcement Institute is Agent James C.

Spruill of the Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries

Commission. Agent Spruill is disarming a classmate,

Trooper Robert B. Crow of the Louisiana State

Police in Baton Rouge.

STUDIES FIREARM SAFETY—Shown studying
firearms safety at the 12-week LSU Law Enforce-
ment Institute is Agent Norman I. Gamble of the
Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission.

Buck deer shed their antlers every year. Usually
in the late winter. Porcupines, mice or other

rodents eat them. When shed antlers are found
this indicates the wintering area of the deer.

Fishing for snapping turtles can yield great
sport and some good eating. They are abundant
in Louisiana.
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Tall stately cypress trees

add to the pleasures of

fishing or living on Bayou
DeSiard or Bartholomew
Lake.

Cooperation Key Word on . . .

CITY LAKES
HOW can YOU SATISFY everyone? Impossible!

Can fishermen, homeowners, industry, city

water users, boaters and farmers all use

one lake and still be happy? The success of the

folks on the Bayou DeSiard complex in North

Louisiana say YES. Their three lakes (Bartholo-

mew Lake, Black Bayou and Bayou DeSiard)

complex covers over 4500 acres and is used by all

of these and many others besides. It is a city

water supply ; it attracts hundreds of ducks. Five

industries use its water. Fishermen and boaters

flock to it from all over the state. It serves as

"back yard landscape" for over 2800 homes.

Farmers use the water for irrigation and stock

water. To add to its problems the lakes are owned
in part by corporations, private individuals and
the State of Louisiana. Incredible? Maybe so but

it's happening. Here's how.
First, let's take a closer look at these three

lakes. Bayou DeSiard is an old channel of the

Arkansas River. Time and the activities of man
have made it into a long, 1215 acre lake. Travel
on the lake is hampered by a series of dams that
divide the lake into eight parts. Culverts
through the dams allow the passage of fish and

Jim Davis

water but not boats. The longest distance a boat

can travel without haulout is six miles even

though the lake is 32 miles long and up to 1400

feet wide.

Bartholomew Lake has much the same charac-

ter of Bayou DeSiard except it is not divided into

sections by dams. The entire 800 acres is open

to 19 miles of boating. The single connection be-

tween Bartholomew and DeSiard is a five foot

culvert under U. S. Highway 165 near Sterling-

ton, Louisiana. Two pumps capable of producing

25,000 gallons of water per minute were installed

in the upstream end of this lake in 1964. More
on this later.

Black Bayou Lake is a 2500 acre impoundment
best described as "an old cypress studded brake

that has six feet of water over it". It is connected

to Bayou DeSiard by culverts and a short run.

This is the best known lake of the three due to

its outstanding fishing. It is also unique in that

over 80 per cent of the lake is privately owned
by Cities Service Oil Company. They along with

the other owners allow the public access to the

lake through two excellent boat docks.

This gives you some idea of the lake complex.

Water weeds were a se-

vere problem in all three

lakes in 1945 as seen in

this old photograph.
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Spray crews such as these were and still are suc-

cessful in keeping water hyacinth problems to a
minimum on Louisiana lakes.

Now let's turn back a few pages and see how
fish, water supply, weeds, boats and man have
gotten along.

Our records show that over 20 years ago,

weeds, primarily water hyacinth, were a distres-

sing problem on all three lakes. This had an
effect on all people using the water. Fishing and
boating was poor because of the heavy mats.
The mats also clogged the screens near the

pumps supplying water for the city. Soon the

homeowner lost his appreciation of the beauty
of the flowers as dead plants and mosquitos
plagued him.

A solution to this was found in 1948, when 2,

4-D was applied and the hyacinth problem
rapidly declined. Many feared the application of

chemicals, but apparently no ill effects were
noted. Fishing improved, the city water tasted

better and the housewife soon forgot the loss of

the pretty flowers. By 1954, another problem
became apparent. Fishing success on the DeSiard
part of the lake had dwindled to practically

nothing. Some expert fishermen continued to

catch fish. The other fishermen like you and me
just got a few too small to even talk about.

Again we studied the problem and the solution

recommended was reclamation or sometimes
known as shad removal. Again, interested neigh-
bors discussed the problem and finally most
agreed to give it the three year try. Late in 1957
the first application was made. Over 55 tons of
fish were removed from the lower 800 acres. As
mostly shad and small sunfish were removed,
the remainder of the population exploded. By the
end of the three year trial, DeSiard was pro-
ducing over 55 pounds of fish to the fishermen
each year.

How about the others? Many homeowners
were pleased to again be able to remark "I caught
a sackfull of fish right out my back door." The
water supply was affected for about six days but
otherwise all people were happy. Then another
problem struck. With the growth of industry at

Rotenone samples taken in 1955 indicated the neces-
sity of removing part of the shad population to
improve fishing.

Sterlington and Monroe's increase in size, the
three lakes were rapidly running out of water.
Even though all lakes were full in the spring,
there was not enough water. Each fall other
sources of water had to be found.
The solution offered was pumps. Two large

pumps installed to pump water out of Bayou
Bartholomew seemed to be the best answer. This
Bayou was nearby, ran year round and had some
of the best and cleanest water left in Northeast
Louisiana. By stabilizing the water level at 71
feet msl plenty of water for everyone was as-

sured. As in each of the solutions to other prob-
lems, some objections were offered. The most
serious objection we made was that fishing suc-

cess would decline due to stunted fish and abun-
dant weeds.

Late in 1966 it was apparent that the "solu-
tion" of keeping the lakes full was fine for water
supply. It was hurting the fishing and water
weeds were becoming a problem. By mid 1967
boaters and homeowners were also complaining.
Chemical treatment was considered but was too
expensive, hazardous and of doubtful effective-
ness. After many meetings and heated discus-
sions most people agreed to a water level fluctua-
tion program. This program started last month.
Many problems still are in store for these

lakes and the people using them. Here is just
one example of how all the many users of one
water system cooperated in achieving a desired
solution. It wasn't easy. In many ways it was
expensive but nothing costs too much if all needs
are satisfied. If your lake needs help, profession-
al guidance is available. Ask for it, but be ready
to help yourself. This seems to be the theme of
the DeSiard-Bartholomew-Black Bayou success
story. *

Big bass get to be big because they are smart.
Don't make any noise in the boat as this may
warn the feeding lunker that his adversary ap-
proaches.
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This is Louisiana's first cat food canning plant at Golden Meadow on the shores of Bayou Lafourche. At

its dock, specially built refrigeration boats unload their catches of bottomfish directly into the plant's

processing area. The new plant cost $2 million and covers 50,000 square feet.

Louisiana Resources

TRASH FISH TO CAT FOOD
THE NEW TWO MILLION-DOLLAR TABBY plant

at Golden Meadow is the first cat food

processing plant in Louisiana and consid-

ered one of the finest of its type in the United

States, Robert D. Usen, president of the Usen
Products Company, said on the occasion of the

opening of the plant recently.

Governor John J. McKeithen, at the opening of

the plant, which is now in full swing operation,

said that the new plant is another landmark in

the great industrial strides we are making here

in Louisiana.

The Usen company, which manufactures sever-

al nationally name brands of cat food, is a sub-

sidiary of the P. Lorillard Company and has its

main cat food plant at Woburn, Massachusetts.

The Lorillard Company is America's oldest tobac-

co firm.

The Golden Meadow plant contains 50,000

square feet of floor space. Its high-speed auto-

matic equipment can process 100 million cans

of cat food annually and the company is plan-

ning to install additional can filling and sealing

equipment that will more than double present

capacity, Usen said. The plant will increase

Usen's total production by about 60 percent.

A fleet of specially designed fishing boats is

These refrigerated boats bring the freshly caught

fish to the deck at the Usen Products Company
plant at Golden Meadow. They are being unloaded

hydraulically and will be processed for canning

and find their way to waiting markets.
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being built to serve the Golden Meadow plant.

"I believe we are the first company in the cat food

business to have a fleet of boats built solely to

provide fish for cat foods. While we helped fi-

nance them, the boats will be operated by their

respective owners and will be based in the Golden
Meadow area," Usen said.

Each of the new boats is mechanically refrig-

erated and can handle over 100 tons of "trash"

fish. The Gulf Coast Boat Company at Golden
Meadow is the major supplier of fish to the plant.

Usen said that the "broad experience" of Lau-
rence Falgout and James Summersgill III, of the

Gulf Boat Company, and the firm's ability to

serve much of the plant's needs were "most in-

strumental" in the selection of the Golden Mead-
ow site.

When the boats dock at the plant on Bayou
Lafourche the catch is pumped directly into the

processing area of the plant. Within a very few
hours the fish is prepared, mixed with meat and
poultry products, sealed in cans, processed, labeled

and cased ready for shipment.
Usen said he looked for a continuation of the

recent "spectacular growth", which saw a total

volume increasing from less than 25 million dol-

lars in 1949 to "ten times that figure today."
"This growth can mean not only additional eco-

nomic benefit here through jobs in the plant and
on the fishing boats, but also through the local

purchases of supplies. Vast quantities of meat,
poultry and grain we will need from state and
nearby sources, as well as New Orleans made
cans, packaging and trucking services we will re-

quire," Usen said.

Since the beginning of the shrimp fishery in

the northern Gulf, large quantities of small, use-

less bottomfish have been taken in shrimp trawl
hauls, these fishes for the most part were
drowned in the nets, and they were thrown over-

board. In 1952 these fishes were recognized as a
valuable adjunct to the fisherman's catch when

This is a view of the finished product of the new
catfood plant at Golden Meadow's last operation.

The cartons are being loaded on trucks for distri-

bution.

there arose a demand for them in the cat food

industry.

About 177 different species of these fishes have
been identified, but croaker, spotted seatrout, cut-

lass fish and porgy constitute about 82 percent of

the total annual catch. The croaker alone

amounts to over 50 percent of the annual catch

and is the predominant fish used in the Golden

Meadow plant. The taking of the small croaker

and the other fish classified as "trash fish" is

not considered harmful to the commercial food

fish, or sports fish industry.

Analysis of the fish by the Bureau of Commer-
cial Fisheries biologists indicate that bottomfish

remained reasonably constant over a five-year

period despite an increase in catch and effort.

The fish, such as those required by the Golden

These filling and sealing

machines fill cans with

cat food and attach top

of cans before the product

is heat-processed. The two

machines are capable of

producing 30,000 cans per

hour. Additional equip-

ment to be installed will

double the output.
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Meadow plant, are abundant in the shallow open

water areas of the Gulf from Pascagoula, Missis-

sippi to Port Arthur, Texas. This fertile crescent

along the shallow waters of the Gulf is rich in

vegetation as the result of organic material flow-

ing down the Mississippi River. The materials

stimulate the growth of algae on which most of

these fishes feed.

The plant structure was designed by the engi-

neering and architectural firm of Waldemar S.

Nelson and Company, New Orleans. Prime con-

tractor was the Binnings Construction Company,

also of New Orleans.

The plant site was purchased from Harvey Pel-

tier, who Usen pointed out, made the property

available under the stipulation to the Usen firm

that it would be used for industrial purposes to

aid in developing the economic well-being of the

area.

At the present time the plant calls for the

initial employment of a total of 40 persons. This

is exclusive of those employed at the Usen ware-

house and rail shipment complex at Lockport.

This figure does not take into consideration those

employed in the company's fishing and allied

operations.

The plant manager is Carroll E. Brusen of

Cut Off. *

ROCKEFELLER REFUGE
(Continued from Page U)

and Louisiana State University. These studies

help to shed new light on the many problems in-

curred in marsh management. These findings also

serve as guidelines for development and manag-
ing the area for wildlife.

The results of these studies and the various

development projects demonstrates what man can

do to improve on nature to benefit wildlife. Rocke-

feller Refuge stands out as one of the most highly

developed areas for wildlife in the United States,

and it is the intention of the Louisiana Wild Life

and Fisheries Commission through the Refuge
Division that all management, development, and
research programs be continued until the entire

potential of Rockefeller Refuge has been reached
for fish and wildlife.

The Rockefeller Refuge is open to visitors

from March 1 through September 30 each year
for the purpose of sight-seeing and sports fishing.

Permits can be obtained to enter the area by
writing to the refuge office at Grand Chenier,

Louisiana. Travel on the refuge is mostly by boat
since few roads are available. Guided tours are
not conducted, but the public is invited to visit

over the area at leisure. Captive animals can be
seen at a display near the refuge headquarters.

The display area is open to visitors year-round
and no permits are required. *

AGENT HONORED—Jack Bates of Ponchatoula, right, management
and enforcement agent of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, looks

over a "special services award" presented him by the federal agency
for outstanding communication programs during the fiscal year 1966-

67. Admiring the plaque with Bates is Judge Robert A. Ainsworth of

the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals, an old friend and hunting com-
panion. Bates began his wildlife career with the old Conservation De-
partment, forerunner of the Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Com-
mission.
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The ird of

BROWN PELICAN
Pelecanus occidentalis

Charles R. Shaw

THIS is our official state bird and appears
on the State Seal. No other bird could be

easily mistaken for this spectacular dwell-

er of the sea shore, with its six foot wing spread

and 18 inch bill with the unique pouch extending

along the underside. The body color is a grayish

brown with a lighter shade on the upper wing
surface. The head is mainly white with a streak

of this color extending down each side of the

neck. This is a ponderous creature with broad
wings and bulky body, and the strongly built

feet have the four toes joined by a web to provide

propulsive power while in or under the water.

There is also a varying amount of yellow present

on the head of the adult birds.

The pouch under the huge beak is extensible

and may be drawn up until it almost disappears

or may be expanded with a good sized fish and
several quarts of water. The water, of course,

drains out of the slightly opened bill while the

fish is retained and then swallowed. The pouch
also serves to hold the predigested food which the

adult bird regurgitates to feed the very young
birds. As the young pelicans grow a bit larger

they start thrusting their entire heads deep into

their parents gullets, rumaging for the partially

digested fish which the older birds make avail-

able for them. Although some mistakes are made,
the pelicans tend to provide larger fish as their

offspring grow in size.

Although the White Pelican goes far inland

to nest and spectacular migratory flights are

observed in the western part of our country, the

Brown Pelican seems to stick rather closely to

salt water. It has been regularly reported only

along or close to the sea shore although there

are a few reports of the birds appearing as far

inland as Baton Rouge.
Feeding pelicans of this species fly in forma-

tion with slow, powerful wingbeats, searching the

area for menhaden, mullet, etc. which form a
major portion of their diet. Although some-
times blamed by a disappointed fisherman for his

lack of success, the pelican actually is not really

in competition with man but utilizes primarily
those species of fish which are not highly prized

by man for either sport or food. The Brown
Pelican dives for his food, disappearing under the

water with a mighty splash, to surface with his

quarry, and a lot of water, in that unique pouch.
Brown Pelicans normally nest on islands or

mud lumps along the sea shore. These nests may
be located in trees or mangrove bushes or may
be on the ground, nest construction varying
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widely according to available material and sites

and perhaps somewhat to individual inclination.

The usual clutch consists of 2 or 3 eggs but may
vary from 1 to a maximum of 4 of the whitish

or dirty brown eggs. Incubation takes about four

weeks and the featherless infant birds appear
grotesque when compared with such things as

baby chicks or ducklings. One author described

them as looking like masses of half-baked meat.

Following the feeding procedures previously

mentioned the young birds grow fairly rapidly,

acquiring a coat of down in a couple of weeks.
In the meantime it may be necessary for the

parents to shade the youngsters from the di-

rect rays of the sun, which could be fatal. Those
young birds which come from nests on the

ground start to wander through the colony at

an early age, creating considerable confusion as

the parents come back to feed their offspring.

It would seem that the old birds know their own
and reject the appeals for food which come from
youngsters which they do not claim. The reject-

ed infant is reported to put on a violent demon-
stration equivalent to what used to be called,

"throwing a fit" by a spoiled child.

Due to causes not fully determined, Louisiana
(and the whole northern Gulf coastal area)
seems to have lost the breeding colonies which
once made this bird a common sight in our re-

gion. Dr. George Lowery reports colonies of up
to 5,000 birds in his book, LOUISIANA BIRDS
and only about 50 years ago Alfred M. Bailey
reported that at least 50,000 Brown Pelicans

nested on Errol Island in Louisiana. *

Illustration by Sidney A. Gauthreaux, Jr.
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SCHOOLING REDFISH

LURE THOUSANDS OF

FISHERMEN TO BAYS,

LAGOONS AND GULF.

A Fighting Game Fish

Rat reds in the Spring and Bull reds
in the Fall provide Louisiana fisher-

men many hours of exciting angling.
These sporty reds are great compe-
titors on light tackle and a fifteen
minute battle is not uncommon.


